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Abstract. In the article constructions of the pipeline robots with elastic elements are reviewed and the scheme of new 
original construction is presented. The mathematical models of a robot with one-dimensional vibration exciter with two 
degrees of freedom were developed and the equations of movement were formed and written. The mathematical model of 
the pipeline robot with circular elements is formed and its motion equations are presented. 
Keywords: a pipeline robot with elastic elements, robot with ring elements, vibration exciter. 

1. Introduction 

Robots of various types and designs are widely used 
for effective control and repair of gas pipelines, water pipe
lines or communication lines [ 1, 2]. One kind namely, ro
bots those with elastic elements is discussed here. The 
object of the present project is the development of an 
original robot with elastic ring elements and the investi
gation of its movement. 

2. Designs of Robots With Elastic Elements 

Usually a robot consists of several transporting 
blocks connected with elastic elements [3] (Fig 1 ). The 
transporting blocks are equipped with elements that con
tact with the internal surface of the pipe in several points 
and ensure fixing of the block in the pipe. Because of a 
simple structure and sufficiently good fixation in the pipe 
robots with elastic elements consisting of rings, half-rings 
and similar easily deformable elements may be usable as 
well. 

A transporting block of such robots consists of a 
drive, deformable elastic elements that pay a role of block 
fixing supports and block connecting elements. When one 
block is fixed, other blocks may tum and move along the 
fixed block. This enables the equipment to go round ob
stacles on a movement in the pipe. 

However, some robots with transporting blocks of 
this type have some imperfections (such as large sizes, 
limited power supply possibilities) that cause limited pos
sibilities of their application. The most frequent imperfec
tion- such robots may be used only in straight fragments 
of pipelines (Fig 1) and their capability to move in sec
tions of different diameters of pipes is limited. 

So, one of newer designs providing extended possi
bilities of application is a robot with ring elements, con-

sisting of transporting blocks connected with elastic ele
ments (Figs 2, 3). Such robots consist of rings or their 
elements with the ends of the latter connected with elas
tic link elements and with each other forming blocks. The 
interconnected blocks fonn a chain of the blocks. 

Fig 1. The scheme of a robot with ring-shaped elements: 

I -pipe, 2 - transporting blocks, 3 - elastic support elements 

Fig 2. The schemes of the robot block with ring elements 

a) and its connection b): 

I -ring-shaped elastic element, 2- the element connecting 
blocks and their ring elastic elements, 3 - damper, 4 - spring 
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Fig 3. l11e scheme of a robot blocks with ring elements 
located along the direction of its movement: 

I - elastic ring element, 2 - supports with excitable masses, 
3,5 -electrostatic exciting elements, 4- elastic element, 

6- hinge block jointing element 

In such a way an increased capability of the robot to 
manoeuvre and penneability of the robot on its movement 
in pipes is ensured. 

3. The Mathematical Model of A Robot With Ring Ele
ments Located Perpendicularly to the Direction of its 
Movement 

The mathematical model of a robot is developed for 
the determination of its characteristics and at the begin
ning it may be usable in a simplified fonn. So, a robot with 
elastic ring elements situated perpendicularly to the direc
tion of its motion (Fig 3) may be simulated by one-support 
dynamic model and examined as a dynamic model of one
dimensional vibration exciter with two degrees of freedom 
(Fig 4). 

The coordinates of the point A (x0; y0) of the excit
able mass min the coordinate system X000Y0 and the point 
A(x, y) of the same mass in the coordinate systemXOYare 
expressed by the following equations [3, 4]: 

x = z + x0 cos a- Yo sin a; (1) 

y = x0 sin a+ Yo cos a; (2) 

x0 = (x- z)cos a+ Yo sin a; (3) 
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Fig 4. The scheme of the dynamic model of the system of the 
one-dimensional vibration exciter with two degrees of freedom 

Yo =-(x-z)sina+ ycosa. (4) 

The kinetic and potential energy of the system as 
well as its dissipative function shall be expressed as fol
lows: 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

where m - mass; x, x
11 

y, y
0

- shifts of the robot and its 
mass; Y, - distance between support and the coordinate 
axel X, c~ c,, c" - coefficients of stiffness; H~ H,, H" -
coefficients of resistance of a linear shift;.t;y ~ -the coef
ficients of dry and liquid friction. 

The mathematics expression ofthe dynamic model of 
the system shall be the following equations: 

when y~y,, there is no contact with the support at the 
point A 

mx+cx[(x- z)cos a+ y sin a]cos a+ 

+c Y [(x- z)sin a- ycos a]sin a+ 

+Hx [(.X- z)cos a+ ysin a)cos a+ 

+H y[(x-z)sina- ycosa]sina = Fx; 

mji+cA(x-z)cosa+ ysina]sina-

-cy[(x-z)sina- ycosa]cosa+ 

+HA(x-z)cosa+ ysina]sina-

-Hy[(x- i;)sin a- ycosa]cosa = Fy; 

moi -cA(x-z)cosa+ ysin a]cosa-

-cy [(x- z)sin a- ycosa]sin a-

-H A(x- i;)cosa+ ysin a]cosa-

(8) 

(9) 

-H y [(_i- i;)sin a- ycosa)sin a= Fz; (10) 

when y ~ Y,, there is a contact with the support at the 
point A and the following forces appear: 
Along the axis OY: 

Fso = H a)' +c a (y - y s } 

Along the axis OX: 

F1 = J0Nsigni+ J1x. 

The normalized force of pressure: 

N = Fsa; 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
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mi+ cA(x- z)cosa+ ysin a]cosa+ 

+cy[(x-z)sina- ycosa]sina+ 

+HA(.X-z)cosa+ ysina]cosa+ 

+Hy[(i-z)sina-ycosa]sina+Ff =Fx; (14) 

my+cA(x- z)cosa+ ysin a]sin a-

+cy[(x- z)sina- y cosa]cosa + 

+HA(x-:i:)cosa+ _ysina]sina

-Hy[(:i::-:i:)sina- ycosa]cosa+Fso = FY; (15) 

m0 z-cA<x-z)cosa+ ysina]cosa

-cy[(x-z)sina- ycosa]sina-

-H A<x- :i:)cosa+ ysina]cosa-

-H y[(x-z)sina- ycosa]sina = Fz. 
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Fig 5. The shifts of the exciter according to X axis dependence 
upon the time 
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Fig 6. The shifts of the exciter according to Y axis dependence 
upon the time 

After the solution of the above-presented equations 
we find the characteristics of the dynamic model of the 
one-dimensional vibration exciter with two degrees of free
dom (Figs 5, 6). 

On the further analysis of the obtained solution and 
the optimization of the parameters of the dynamic models 
it was concluded that the design of the robot requires 
improvement. The obtained shifts of the vibration exciter 
were very small increasing the exciting force. So in order 
to ensure more effective dynamic characteristics of the 
robot it was decided to change its design for the one where 
deformable rings are deformed in the direction of the move
ment of the robot (Figs 2, 7). 

y 
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Fig 7. The scheme of a robot with ring elements 
I -pipe, 2, 3, 4- the blocks formed of elastic elements and 

united into the chain 

4. The Mathematical Mode! of a Robot with Ring Ele
ments Situated Along the Direction ofits Movement 

Developing a mathematical model of a robot with elas
tic ring-shaped elements (Figs 2, 7) some changes are in
troduced to simplify the calculations. Points of a ring ele
ment may be singled out and their coordinates may be 
used for the description of the model or the ring elements 
may be replaced with solid members. 

The coordinates of the points of the simplified model 
of a robot (Fig 8) [ 4] may be written as follows: 

A· !(X·· 1 1 -+Y. · 1) l,j+ l,j+ ''-'{) l,j+ , (17) 

(18) 

~ 2 1 2 Y. · 1 = R - -- (X· - X· 1 ) -1,1+ 4 I 1+ ' (19) 

Fig 8. The simplified scheme of a robot calculation 
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here R-the length of a section; 

. I ( . . ) 
xi.i+t = 2 X;+ xi+t ; 

· X·-X·l(' · ) 
Yi,i+l =-- ~}'~~ 1

i' Xi -X i+l ; 
1,1+1 

d 
here . = .. 

dt 

The kinetic energy of the system 

I q ( · 2 · 2 ) I q+l( · 2) 
T = 2 mi~ Xi.i+l +Yi,i+l +2, m0 ~X; ; 

here q=l,2, ... n 

where 

'2 '2 ](. . )2 
Xi,i+l +Yi,i+l = 

4 
Xi+Xi+l + 

1 ( . . )2 
+ 4 Ki.i+l X; -Xi+! ; 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

[ )

2 
I X·-X· 1 

Ki,i+l =4 --~}'.-~-'-+_ =Ki.i+1(X;-Xi+l);(24) 
1,1+1 

+ c1 + K 23 )(xi + x 1 f + 20- K 23 )x 2 x 3 + 

The forces of inertia are found 

d oT oT --;--- -- =I(X;)· 
dt axi ax; · 

/(Xt )= rrl [(1+ Kt2 )XI +(l-Kt2 )X 2 + 
4 

+~(KJ2)~~ (xt-x2)2]+mo.X1; 

I(X j )= ~[(1 + Kj-I.J )Xi+ (1- K J-l.J )X J-1 +(1 + K j,J+1 )Xi-

(25) 

(26) 

( ) .. 1( )' (' ')2 -1-K .. lX 1--K· 1 · X· 1-X· + 1' 1+ 1+ 2 1- ' 1 xJ-1 1- 1 

1 ( )' (. . )2] .. +-K·· 1 X·-X· 1 +m0X .. 2 J.J+ X 1 J J+ J ' (27) 

herej=2, ... ,q-1 

1(x q )= '; [(1 + /( q-l.q )x q + (1- K q-l.q )x q-1-

1 ( )' ( . . )2] " -- Kq-l,q X xq-1-Xq +moXq. 
2 q-1 

The potential energy of the system 

n'x
1 

=C(X1-X2 +L); 

TI~j = C(2X j- X j-l -X j+l ); 

TI~q =C(Xq-Xq_1-L). 

The dissipative function 

v = !!. [(x 1 - x 2 )
2 

+ (x 2 - x 3 )
2 

+ 
2 

+ ... +(xq-1 -xqr ]; 

D'x
1 

= H(Xl -X2); 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

The differential equations of the movement of the 
system 

I(X1 )+TI~ + Dx' + Ff = F12 · 
l 1 12 ' 

(36) 

l(X 1 )+TI~+D'x.+F1 .. +Ft·· = } } ),;-1 ),j+l 

= -Fj,j-1 + Fj.j+l ; (37) 

l(Xq)+TI~ +Dx'· +Ft. =-Fqq-1-F11 ·(38) 
q q q,q-1 ' ' 

here F - the useful resistance force. n 

The friction force in the point A
1
.
1
+

1 
is equal to 

I ( . . ) . 
Ff = - N · · 1Ji0sign X ·+X · 1 · j,j-1 2 ),)- J )- ' (39) 

here N . 1 - the normalised force at the point A . . 1 acting ],]- j.j· 

between the immovable surface of support and the robot's 
ring element point Aj.j-I;f0 - dry friction coefficient. 
At the point A. the external exciting force is equal to: ], 
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j
+ l,kaiX 1 + x 1_1 > o, 

sign(X1+x1_1)= -1,kaiX 1 ~x 1_1 ~o, _ 

(-1,+1),kaLXJ+X 1_l-O. 

(40) 

(41) 

When Y =Y, i.e. to the distance to the support, in 
j.J-1 ll 

the equations F. .. ot=O. And when Y ,<Y, then Fr .. 
1
=0. 

1 JJ-1 j.j- {/ . jJ-

The solution of these equations and a further analy-
sis of the obtained results as well as the optimization of 
parameters of the mathematical model allow to improve 
the design of the robot and to develop its optimal variant. 

5. Conclusions 

Designs of robots with elastic deformable elastic ring 
elements are reviewed and the scheme of a new original 

construction is presented. Mathematical models of robots 
with elastic elements are developed and their dynamic 
equations are written. 
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